


Lecture Two



Tense 
and 

Aspect





The Present Simple tense is the most basic tense in English and 
uses the base form of the verb (except for the verb be). The only 

change from the base is the addition of -s for third person singular.





POLL QUESTION

Which of these is an example of simple present tense?

a) I am going to Delhi tomorrow.
b) There she goes!
c) He has just gone out.
d) I am reading the gita.



Answer

Option B



Present Continuous is used to talk about:
1.action happening now
2.action in the future





POLL QUESTION

Which of these statements belongs to present 
continuous tense (plural)?

a) We are writing a letter.
b) She is writing a letter.
c) They were writing a letter.
d) We were writing a letter.



Answer

Option A



We use the Present Perfect to talk about:
1.experience

2.change
3.continuing situation





POLL QUESTION

The statement 'I have written a letter' belongs to 
which of these tenses?

a) Simple present tense
b) Present perfect tense
c) Present continuous tense
d) Present perfect continuous tense



Answer

Option B



We use the Present Perfect Continuous to talk about:
1.past action recently-stopped
2.past action still-continuing





POLL QUESTION

Choose the correct statement:

a) I am a student for over three years now.
b) I have been a student for over three years now.
c) I am being a student for over three years now.
d) I was a student for over three years now.



Answer

Option B



Tense 
and 

Aspect



will + verb



POLL QUESTION

Let’s go to the beach tomorrow! I think it … sunny.

A will be
B won’t be



Answer

Option A



Simple Future 

The Future Simple tense is often called the "will 
tense" because we make the Future Simple with 

the modal auxiliary will.

subject auxiliary 
(will)

main 
verb

 will V1



A. All of a sudden decision: 
Example : We will see what we can do to help you.

B. with the verb to think before it:
Example : I think i will go to the gym tomorrow.

C. To make a prediction. 
 Example :   It will rain tomorrow.
D. When the main verb is 'be' and we have a firm plan or decision before speaking. 

Example : I will be in London tomorrow.
E. We use ‘going to ’ to express plans and intentions  

Structure: subject + is/am/are going to+ verb (base)                                                                          
Example : We are going to buy a car. 

F. Used for future facts and polite request.                  
Example : The snow will melt in summer.





POLL QUESTION

One feels that there ................. any noticeable improvement in 
the human rights problem in Africa until all the African 
countries ................. their economic difficulties.

A cannot be / will overcome
B hasn’t been / had overcome
C won’t be / overcome
D wouldn’t be / would be overcome



Answer

Option C



Future Continuous

The Future Continuous tense is often used in English 
as a way to talk about something happening at a 

given point in the future.

subject auxiliary 
verb WILL

auxiliary 
verb BE

main verb

 will be base + ing





POLL QUESTION

As I told you yesterday, the undersecretary ................. 
over this afternoon’s discussions

A was presiding
B will be presiding
C had presided
D has presided



Answer

Option B



 FUTURE PERFECT

 
The future perfect is a verb tense used for 
actions that will be completed before some 

other point in the future. 
Structure :

subject auxiliary 
verb WILL

auxiliary verb 
HAVE

main verb

 will have V3





POLL QUESTION

We ____ our work in the garden by the time he ____ 
from the pharmacist

A will have finished / arrives
B will finish / will arrive
C will be finishing / arrived
D finished / has arrived



Answer

Option A



FUTURE PERFECT CONTINUOUS 

The future perfect continuous, also sometimes 
called the future perfect progressive, is a verb 
tense that describes actions that will continue 

up until a point in the future. 

The future perfect continuous consists of:
   will + have + been + the verb’s present 

participle (verb root + -ing). 





POLL QUESTION

It seems likely that by the end of the week, the costs 
involved in the construction of the bridge ................. by 
the Ministry.

A would have been announced
B have been announced
C would be announced
D will have been announced



Answer

Option D



POLL QUESTION

When I went back to my hometown three years ago, I 
found that a lot of changes ______.

A. had taken place
B. have taken place
C. are taken place
D. were taken place



Answer

Option A



Let's Revise 
Quickly 





POLL QUESTION

What ............................. for breakfast?

a. do usually you have
b. have you usually
c. do you usually have
d. are you usually having



Answer

Option C


